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Abstract
The actor theory framework is a general semantic framework, based on the actor computation
model, for specifying and reasoning about components of open distributed systems. It can be used
to de(ne both operational and trace-like interaction semantics for actor programming languages
and speci(cation notations. It can also be used to directly specify actor system components.
The framework allows descriptions of system components written using di*erent notations or at
di*erent levels of abstraction to be related: translations between actor programming languages
can be shown to preserve interaction semantics, notions of satisfaction and re(nement for spec-
i(cation notations can be de(ned and, using actor theory transformations, di*erent descriptions
of a component can be shown to be equivalent. In this paper we de(ne the notion of an equa-
tionally presented actor theory and a mapping of equational presentations to theories in rewriting
logic. We show that this mapping gives a correct representation of actor theory semantics by
de(ning a correspondence between (nite actor theory computations and rewrite theory proofs.
To treat in(nite computations and admissibility we extend the rewriting logic initial model con-
struction to include in(nite proofs, extend the mapping to in(nite computations, and show that
the correspondence preserves interaction semantics. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Actor systems; Rewriting logic; Concurrency; Open distributed systems; Compositionality;
Interaction semantics
1. Introduction
A long-term goal of this work is to develop a semantic foundation for open dis-
tributed systems that supports specifying, composing, and reasoning about components
of open distributed systems at many levels of detail. We take the actor model of com-
putation [14,1,2] as our starting point. Actors are independent computational agents
that interact solely via message passing. An actor can create other actors; send and
receive messages; and modify its own local state. An actor can only a*ect the local
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state of other actors by sending them messages, and it can only send messages to its
acquaintances — either addresses of actors it was given upon creation, or addresses it
received in a message or addresses of actors it created. Actor semantics admits only
fair computations, which in the simplest case means reliable message delivery.
The actor theory framework is a general mathematical framework for de(ning and
reasoning about the semantics of actor systems. An actor theory directly speci(es mes-
sages that may be communicated between actors, local states of groups of actors, and
local reaction rules that determine their behavior. From this basis, component con(g-
urations are built, and are given both an operational (computation path) semantics and
a trace-like interaction semantics. Con(gurations encapsulate a collection of actors and
messages allowing access only to certain actors called receptionists. Unlike individual
actors, con(gurations can be naturally composed to form more complex systems. The
operational semantics is derived from the reaction rules by adding rules for interac-
tion of the component with its environment. This takes the form of allowing messages
addressed to visible internal actors to come in from the environment, and allowing
messages to external actors to go out to the environment. An actor theory also spec-
i(es local properties from which the admissibility requirements on computation paths
are derived. Admissibility generalizes fairness and allows for Bexibility in the way that
internal computation is modeled (for example, message queue management by the actor
versus communication infrastructure) and for expressing constraints both on the com-
munication infrastructure and on the environment with which a component interacts.
The interaction semantics of a component is an abstract (denotational) semantics ob-
tained from the admissible in(nite computations by hiding the details of internal compu-
tation and observing only the interactions with the environment. This gives a semantics
that is similar in spirit to the trace semantics of CSP [15,25], but without the need for
additional information such as refusals and divergences, since interactions are not shared
actions, but rather communications that Bow into and out of the system asynchronously.
The actor theory framework can be used to de(ne operational semantics for actor
programming languages and speci(cation notations. It can also be used to directly spec-
ify actor system components. The framework allows descriptions of system components
written using di*erent notations or at di*erent levels of abstraction to be related: trans-
lations between actor programming languages can be shown to preserve interaction
semantics [16], notions of satisfaction and re(nement for speci(cation notations can
be de(ned [27]; and, using actor theory transformations, di*erent descriptions can be
shown to be equivalent [16,27].
In this paper we de(ne the notion of an equationally presented actor theory and a
mapping of equational presentations to theories in rewriting logic, mapping (nite com-
putations onto equivalence classes of proofs. To treat in(nite computations and admissi-
bility we extend the rewriting logic initial model construction to include in(nite proofs
and extend the mapping to in(nite computations. We show that this mapping gives a
correct representation of actor theory semantics by de(ning a correspondence between
actor theory computations and rewrite theory proofs. We then extend this to in(nite
computations=proofs and show that the correspondence preserves interaction semantics.
The rewriting logic representation of actor theories has a number of bene(ts. The op-
erational semantics provided by the actor theory framework is an interleaving
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semantics. The embedding in rewriting logic provides a natural way of making the
inherent concurrency explicit, as well as providing a natural notion of equivalence of
computations that is useful in reasoning about computations and establishing correctness
of actor theory transformations. The representation also provides a path for using im-
plementations of rewriting logic as a tool for executing actor system speci(cations and
using the reBective facilities of rewriting logic for de(ning and executing operations
on such speci(cations.
The ideas presented in this paper build on the notion of abstract actor structure
presented in [29,28]. This notion has evolved, with continued use, into the actor the-
ory framework presented here. The idea of de(ning the special case of equationally
presented actor theories to make the formal connection with rewriting logic was used
in [22] to make a formal connection between the open mechanized reasoning systems
(OMRS) framework and rewriting logic.
Plan. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The actor theory framework
is reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3 equationally presented actor theories and the as-
sociated rewriting logic theories are de(ned, and a correspondence between (nite actor
theory computations and proofs in the initial model of the associated theory of rewriting
logic is established. The rewriting logic model is extended to include in(nite proofs.
Furthermore, a notion of admissibility of proofs is de(ned using an extension to the
equational part of the rewrite theory. The computation-proof correspondence is extended
to in(nite computations in such a way that both admissibility and the interaction seman-
tics abstraction are preserved. In Section 4 a series of examples is given that illustrates
the use of equationally presented actor theories to reason about composing systems from
basic components. In Section 5 parallel composition (meta) operations on components
and on computations=proofs are de(ned, and it is shown that computation path seman-
tics is compositional and that under certain natural constraints admissibility is preserved.
Some related work and directions for future research are discussed in Section 6.
Notation. We conclude this introduction with a brief summary of our mathematical
notation conventions. We assume that the reader is familiar the basics of rewriting logic
and its use to model concurrent computation (cf. [17,18,20]). Let Y; Y0; Y1 be sets. We
specify meta-variable conventions in the form: let y range over Y , which should be
read as: the meta-variable y and decorated variants such as y′, y0; : : : , range over
the set Y . The notation Y ∗ denotes the set of (nite sequences of elements of Y .
A sequence of length n with ith element yi is denoted by Ey= [y1; : : : ; yn]. (Thus [ ]
is the empty sequence.) The sets of (nite subsets and multisets on Y are denoted
by P!(Y ) and M!(Y ), respectively. We use ∅ both for the empty set and the empty
multiset over any set, and for u; v ∈ M!(Y ), we write u · v for the multiset union of
u and v. The set of bijections on Y is called Bij(Y ). The set of natural numbers is
denoted by Nat and we let n range over Nat.
2. The actor theory framework
In this section we introduce the actor theory framework. We begin with an informal
overview. We illustrate the main features using descriptions of a ticker — an actor
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system component that has an internal clock and that accepts requests for the current
time, replying with the current reading of its clock — and of a coin-.ipper — an actor
that expects to communicate with a ticker as a means of making a non-deterministic
choice. We follow this with a concise mathematical summary.
2.1. Actor theories informally
To describe interactions with an actor system component we need at least a set of
actor names and a set of messages. Actor names are the means of uniquely identi-
fying individual actors. Messages represent the information that can be communicated
between actors, both locally and by interactions with the environment. Since we need
to know the actor names communicated in a message we require that the set of mes-
sages is equipped with an acquaintance function that gives the (nite set of actor names
communicated in a message. A message packet consists of an actor name (the target)
and a message (the contents). The acquaintances of a packet are those of its contents
together with its target. We call the structure consisting of the set of actor names, the
messages, and the acquaintance function an actor communication basis (ACB). We
separate out the actor communication basis structure because it is this structure that
determines the interaction semantics domain and is the basis for relating diverse actor
system descriptions. In the following we will assume that we are given a countably
in(nite set of actor names A and let a; c; t; : : : range over A. To describe ticker actors
the set of messages will include time@ c (a request for the current time with customer
c); tick (indicates time passing); and reply(n) (a reply containing time n). The mes-
sage time@ c has a single acquaintance, c, while tick and reply(n) messages have
no acquaintances. The message packet t / tick is addressed to t. It has contents tick
and a single acquaintance, t.
An actor theory begins with an actor communication basis, and provides in addition,
a set of actor states and a set of reaction rules. States are also equipped with an
acquaintance function and with an internal actors function that determines which of the
acquaintances are actors internal to the state. Our (rst Ticker actor theory, AThcTicker,
we call the classic Ticker theory. Its states have the form T(t; n) for t an actor name
and n a natural number. The acquaintances and internal actors of T(t; n) are the same,
namely the singleton t. Each reaction rule of an actor theory has a label, source and
target states, and sets of consumed and produced message packets. In our Ticker actor
theory there are three reaction rules
tick: T(t; n) t/tick−−−−−→
t/tick
T(t; n+ 1)
time: T(t; n)
t/time@ c−−−−−→
c/reply(n)
T(t; n)
junk: T(t; n) t/M−−−−−→ T(t; n) if M =∈ ({tick} ∪ {time@ a | a ∈ A}):
The (rst rule models the passage of time. It has label tick, source state T(t; n), target
state T(t; n + 1), consumed packet t / tick (written above the arrow), and produced
packet t/tick (written below the arrow). The rule labelled time models the handling of
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a request t/time@ c. The rule labelled junk is used to explicitly discard all other mes-
sages. We use the convention that missing message packet sets over or under the rule
arrow default to the empty set. Thus the rule labelled junk has no produced packets.
An actor theory also provides functions and relations used in de(ning the set of
admissible computations. Admissibility generalizes the usual actor fairness property
by allowing for the speci(cation of constraints on the environment as well as on the
computational semantics (cf. [26,27]). It also allows for greater Bexibility in treatment
of message delivery protocols and synchronization constraints, for example using an
internal message queue or allowing a message to be received only when an actor
is ready to process it. The admissibility part of an actor theory provides a means
of parameterizing a global property of computations in terms of locally expressed
properties. Admissible computations are speci(ed in terms of enabledness of threads
of activity and message packets, which in turn are speci(ed in terms of enabledness of
rules. Each rule has an associated action focus and mode. The action focus represents an
independent thread of activity and has an associated set of active actors. For example,
an action focus could be an actor name, indicating the action of a single (serialized)
actor. This is the case for our Ticker actor theory, in which all of the rules have action
focus t, the internal actor of the source state. An action focus could also be a set of
actor names, indicating the synchronous action of a group of actors; or one or more
actor names paired with a label, indicating a thread of activity within an actor or group
of actors. We will see examples of these later.
The mode of a reaction rule plays a role in determining its enabledness. The mode
of a rule is either a (allowed) or e (expected). If the mode is a, then the rule is
considered enabled in a system if the source state of the rule is a part of the system
state, and the multiset of consumed packets of the rule is present. If the mode of a
rule is e, then the rule is considered enabled in a system just if the source state of
the rule is an element of the system state. In particular, the multiset of consumed
packets does not need to be present to enable the rule. This mode is used to express
a requirement that the packets consumed by the rule be eventually present, sent by
the environment or the system itself, if the source state of the rule is an element of
the system state. In our classic Ticker actor theory all rules have mode a, thus in a
ticker computation messages must be processed if present but no particular message is
required to be present. To see how the e mode could be used, consider a coin-Bipper.
It accepts requests of the form flip@ c and replies with head or tail. A coin-Bipper
can be built from a coordinator that, upon receipt of a flip request, requests the time
from a ticker and returns head if the ticker’s reply is even and tail if the ticker’s
reply is odd. Such a coordinator is described by the Coin-Flip-Coordinator actor theory,
AThCFC which has states of the form CFC(a; t), CFCw(a; t; c) for a; c; t ∈ A. There are
two rules, one for accepting flip requests and one for accepting ticker replies.
flip: CFC(a; t)
a/flip@ c−−−−−→
t/time@ a
CFCw(a; t; c)
reply: CFCw(a; t; c)
a/reply(n)−−−−−→
c/M
CFC(a; t)
where M = head if nmod 2 = 0 and M = tail if nmod 2 = 1
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The action focus of both rules is the internal actor, a, of the source state. The natural
choice for the mode of the flip rule is a, meaning that the environment is allowed to
send flip requests, but not required. The choice of mode for the reply rule depends
on the context in which we want to use the actor theory. We choose a if we need
to consider the possibility that there will be no reply to the time request sent to t.
This happens if we are describing the behavior of a component of an open system. We
choose e to express the fact that we only wish to consider environments in which t
will always reply to time requests. This happens when we are specifying requirements
for expected contexts of use.
In addition to action foci and modes, there is a required-delivery packet classi(ca-
tion, Rmsg. If a packet in the system is an Rmsg packet, then it must eventually be
delivered. In the case of packets targeted to internal actors, this can be viewed either
as a requirement on the system that there must be rules for receiving such packets,
or dually if there are no rules for receiving, as a requirement that such packets not
be sent. Expressed in terms of enabledness, a packet that is targeted to an internal
actor is considered enabled if it is in Rmsg, and otherwise it is considered enabled
only if there is an enabled rule with that packet in the consumed packet part. In our
classic Ticker actor theory we have that Rmsg is the set of all message packets of the
communication basis.
An actor theory must obey the fundamental acquaintance (locality) laws of actors
[4,7]. These laws are stated using the acquaintance function on messages and the
acquaintance and internal actor functions on states. In addition, we require that compu-
tation is uniformly parameterized in the choice of actor names — renaming commutes
with everything. For this purpose an actor theory provides an extension of bijections on
actor names to bijections on messages, states, action foci, and entities built from these.
The Ticker actor theory, AThcTicker, described above is a classic actor theory. In such
a theory, states describe the behavior of individual actors by specifying information
traditionally contained in the script (methods) and acquaintances (values of instance
variables), as well as the current processing state and possibly an internal message
queue. States have a single internal actor. Reaction rules for such states have
the single actor as their action focus and they express what an individual actor in
a given state can do and how it will respond to messages with given contents. Further-
more, a classic actor theory makes no constraints on the environment. The environment
is allowed to send any packet that it can construct, and cannot be required to send any
particular packet (all rules have mode a). Every packet must be receivable in every
state — for any state-packet pair (with the packet addressed to the states internal ac-
tor) there must be a rule that matches. Finally, all packets must be delivered (Rmsg is
the full set of message packets). In fact the Rmsg set is redundant in a classic actor
theory, since for every packet addressed to an internal actor, there is a rule that will
enable consumption of that packet if the packet is present in the system. Classic actor
theories correspond to the actor systems studied by Baker and Hewitt [4] and Clinger [7].
We can avoid the need for rules such as the junk rule by relaxing the requirement
that all messages must be delivered. In the case of the ticker, a neo-classic theory is
obtained by omitting the junk rule and taking Rmsg= ∅. Neo-classic actor theories
correspond to those studied in [3,28,29,16].
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In the classic and neo-classic actor theories discussed above, an actor theory state
represents the state of a single actor that processes one message at a time. More
generally, an actor theory state may represent a single actor with multiple threads
of activity (for example interleaving the processing of several messages). In this case
di*erent reaction rules may be used to describe processing in di*erent threads. An actor
theory state can also represent the joint state of a group of actors. In this case, the
reaction rules determine how the group as a whole evolves and responds to incoming
messages. Such reaction rules may describe synchronous interactions of groups of actors
and messages as well as the interleaving of di*erent threads of activity. In this more
general setting, the action focus of a rule identi(es a group of actors and a thread of
control within that group.
As a (rst example of a multi-threaded state, we consider a multi-threaded description
of a ticker. Here the passing of time and handling of time requests are modeled as
independent threads of activity and the passage of time happens by simple rule (ring,
without using a tick message. States have the form pT(t; n) for t an actor name and
n a natural number. The acquaintances and internal actors are the same as for T(t; n),
the singleton t. There are two reaction rules, both with mode a.
tick: pT(t; n)→ pT(t; n+ 1)
time: pT (t; n)
t/time@ c−−−−−→
c/reply(n)
pT (t; n)
The action focus for the rule labelled tick is the thread (t; tick) and the focus for
the rule labelled time is the thread (t; time). Again, the (rst rule models the passage
of time and the second models the handling of time requests. In the tick rule, the
consumed and produced packet sets both are empty. As for the neo-classic ticker
actor theory, Rmsg= ∅. Using distinct action foci for the two rules means that in an
admissible computation the tick rule will (re in(nitely often since (t; tick) is always
enabled, and is only (red by the tick rule. In contrast, it is the continued presence of
a tick message that ensures the passage of time in the classic and neo-classic ticker
theories.
The operational semantics of an actor theory is given by a labelled transition relation
on con(gurations derived from the reaction rules. An actor component con2guration
consists of an interior and an interface. An actor con(guration interior can be thought
of as representing a global snapshot of an actor system with respect to some idealized
observer [1]. It consists of a multiset of states and message packets, in which the
states have disjoint sets of internal actor names. The interface speci(es two sets of actor
names: the receptionists and the externals. Receptionists are those internal actors visible
outside the component and the externals are names of actors outside the component that
are possibly known by actors within the component. Both sets may grow as computation
proceeds. For example,
〈T(t; 0) · t / tick〉t∅
is the initial con(guration of a ticker system. Its state is T(t; 0) and there is one pending
message t / tick. There is a single receptionist t, and subscript ∅ indicates that there
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are no externally known actors. A con(guration with two tickers is possible, but they
must have distinct names. Thus,
〈T(t; 0) · T(u; 1) · t / tick · u / tick〉t;u∅
is an actor con(guration, but
〈T(t; 0) · T(t; 1) · t / tick〉t∅
is not.
The transition relation expresses the ways a con(guration might evolve and interact
with its environment. Each reaction rule lifts to a transition rule whose label is the
rule label together with its action focus and its consumed message set. In addition,
there are transition rules for input of messages to receptionists and output of messages
addressed to external actors. A possible sequence of transitions for the ticker system
is the following, in which a message is input, the tick and time rules are applied,
and (nally a message to c is output.
pT = 〈 T(t; 0) · t / tick 〉 t∅
in(t / time@ c)−−−−−−−→
〈 T(t; 0) · t / tick · t / time@ c 〉 tc
tick(t;t / tick)−−−−−−−→
〈 T(t; 1) · t / tick · t / time@ c 〉 tc
time(t;t / time@ c)−−−−−−−−−→
〈 T(t; 1) · t / tick · c / reply(1) 〉 tc
out(c / time(1))−−−−−−−−→
〈 T(t; 1) · t / tick 〉 tc
Notice that the set of externals expands to include c when the request with customer
c is input.
The computation path semantics of a con(guration is the set of (in(nite) transition
sequences leading from that con(guration. Admissible computation paths are those
in which every enabled action focus or message packet is eventually either (red or
becomes permanently disabled. For example, the ticker transition sequence above is not
admissible because there is an undelivered tick message at the end. It can be extended
to an admissible computation, T , by adding in(nitely many tick rule applications.
The interaction semantics of a con(guration is the set of interaction paths obtained
by hiding the con(gurations and internal rule application steps, while keeping the
interface of the initial con(guration and the order of the interactions. For example, the
interaction path obtained from T is 〈T ; t〉t∅ where T is an event set with two events
in(t / time@ c) and out(c / reply(1)) such that the input precedes the output. The t
within the angle brackets speci(es the systems name space — the set of actor names
reserved for its use in creating actors. In the ticker case only the name of the ticker is
needed, since no actors are created. The full interaction semantics of the ticker contains
interaction paths in which the environment can send tick or reply packets, simply
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because they are in the language of the ticker. Instead we are only interested in the
behavior of the ticker for time requests from external actors. That is, we only want to
consider inputs of the form t / time@ c where t is the ticker name and c is an actor
name di*erent from t. We call these admissible inputs and, letting MPT denote the
Ticker admissible inputs, we write
〈 T(t; 0) · t / tick 〉 t∅MPT
to indicate that we intend the interaction semantics to be restricted to paths containing
only admissible inputs. Note that the outputs are not restricted — any packet addressed
to an external actor will eventually be output.
2.2. Actor theories and their semantics
This subsection contains a concise mathematical summary of the actor theories and
their computation and interaction semantics, complementing the informal discussion of
the previous subsection.
2.2.1. Actor theory as a mathematical structure
De"nition 1 (Actor communication basis; Acb). An actor communication basis is a
structure of the form
Acb = 〈 A;Msg; acq; ̂ 〉
where A is a set of actor names, Msg is a set of messages, acq :Msg→P!(A)
is the acquaintance function, and ̂ :Bij(A)→Bij(Msg) is the function that extends
bijections on A (called renamings) to bijections on Msg. We let a range over A,
M range over Msg, A range over P!(A), and  range over Bij(A). Uniformity (see
also De(nition 4 below) is expressed by the requirement: acq(ˆ(M))= (acq(M)).
Message packets (brieBy packets) are pairs consisting of an actor name and a mes-
sage. We let MP be the set of message packets and let mp range over MP. The
functions target and message select the (rst and second components of a message
packet, respectively. We write a /M for the packet with target a and message M .
The acquaintance function is extended to message packets by acq(a /M)={a}∪ acq(M).
De"nition 2 (Actor theory; ATh∈ATh). An actor theory over an actor communica-
tion basis Acb is a structure ATh with four parts:
ATh = 〈 〈 A;Msg;S; acq; inActs 〉;
〈 L;RR 〉;
〈 Af ; acq; aActs;Focus;Mode;Rmsg 〉;
̂ 〉
The (rst part is the basic structural part in which Acb= 〈A;Msg; acqMsg; ̂Msg 〉
is the underlying actor communication basis, S is the set of states, acq :Msg∪S→
P!(A) is the acquaintance function, and inActs :S→P!(A) is the internal actors
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function. We let  range over S, ˜ range over M!(S), and  range over M!(MP)
and we extend the acquaintance and internal actors functions to multisets of states
by taking the union over the individual states occurring in the multiset. For ex-
ample, acq( · ′)= acq()∪ acq(′) and acq(∅)= ∅. We require that the acquain-
tances of a system state include the internal actors, which in turn must be
non-empty.
(AT:0:s) ∅ = inActs() ⊆ acq()
The second part of an actor theory is the rules part, in which L is the set of labels,
l∈L, and
RR ⊆ L× S×M!(MP)×M!(S)×M!(MP)
is the set of reaction rules, rr∈RR. We write
l : 
 r→
s
′ · ˜
for an element (l; ; r ; ′ · ˜; s) of RR, where: l is the label;  the source state;
r is the multiset of consumed=received packets; ′ · ˜ is the multiset of target states,
′ being the new state of the active actors (possibly with new actors in the group)
and ˜ contains the states of any newly created groups of actors; and s is the mul-
tiset of produced=sent packets. Note that in the examples such as the various Ticker
actor theories given above, reaction rules are given by rule generators — tuples of
terms possibly containing variables, the actual rules being ground instances of these
tuples.
The third part of an actor theory is the admissibility part in which Af is the
set of action foci, af ∈Af , acq; aActs :Af→P!(A) give the acquaintances and ac-
tive actors in an action focus, Focus :RR→Af assigns to each rule an action fo-
cus, Mode :L→{a; e} assigns a mode to each rule (depending only on the label),
and Rmsg⊆MP is the required delivery message packet classi(cation. The acquain-
tance function of the admissibility part is an extension to action foci of the acquain-
tance function on messages and states (in the structural part). Thus, we use the
same symbol in both parts as this overloading does not lead to ambiguity. We re-
quire that the active actors of an action focus be non-empty and be included in its
acquaintances.
(AT:0:a) ∅ = aActs(af ) ⊆ acq(af )
The fourth part of an actor theory, ̂ :Bij(A)→Bij(Msg)∪Bij(S)∪Bij(Af) lifts re-
namings to states and action foci, extending the lifting function of Acb.
We further require that the locality conditions (De(nition 3(AT.1)–(AT.4)) and the
uniformity conditions (De(nition 4(AT.u.1)–(AT.u.5)) given below hold.
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De"nition 3 (Locality). For rr= l : 0
 r→
s
1 · ˜∈RR and created actors cA=
inActs(1 · ˜)− inActs(0), the following are the locality conditions:
(AT:1) inActs(0)⊆ inActs(1)
(AT:2) target(r)⊆ inActs(0) = ∅ and aActs(Focus(rr))⊆ inActs(0)
(AT:3) cA∩ (acq(0)∪ acq(r))= ∅
1 · ˜= ′1 · ˜′⇒ inActs(′1)∩ inActs(˜′)= ∅
(AT:4) acq(1 · ˜)∪ acq(s)⊆ (acq(0)∪ acq(r)∪ cA)
Condition (AT.1) says that the set of internal actors is non-decreasing. Condition
(AT.2) says that only messages addressed to internal actors may be consumed, and
that the active actors of the action focus are among the internal actors of the source
state. Condition (AT.3) says that newly created actors are fresh, and that component
states of the target have disjoint sets of internal actors. Condition (AT.4) is the actual
analog of the Baker–Hewitt–Clinger locality laws. It says that each acquaintance of a
target state or of a sent message must be either an acquaintance of the source state or
an acquaintance of a consumed message, or a newly created actor.
De"nition 4 (Uniformity). For x∈Msg∪S∪Af , ∈S, af ∈Af , rr= l : 0  r→
s
1 · ˜∈
RR, and ; 0; 1 in Bij(A) the uniformity conditions are given by (AT.u.1)–(AT.u.5).
(AT:u:1) acq(ˆ(x))= ˆ(acq(x))= (acq(x))
(AT:u:2) inActs(ˆ())= ˆ(inActs()) and aActs(ˆ(af ))= ˆ(aActs(af ))
(AT:u:3) (∀a∈ acq(x)) ((a)= a)⇒ ˆ(x)= x
(AT:u:4) [0 ◦ 1 = ̂0 ◦ ̂1
(AT:u:5) ˆ(rr)= l : ˆ(0)
ˆ( r )−→
ˆ(s)
ˆ(1 · ˜) ∈ RR
Focus(ˆ(rr))= ˆ(Focus(rr))
ˆ(Rmsg)⊆Rmsg
The uniformity conditions express parametricity requirements for use of actor names.
Condition (AT.u.1) says that renaming commutes with the acquaintance function, and,
taking x to be an actor name, that the lifting of a renaming does not change its action
on actor names. Condition (AT.u.2) says that renaming commutes with the internal
and active actors functions. Note that by (AT.u.1) the ˆ on the right side of each
of the equations could be replaced by . Condition (AT.u.3) requires renaming to be
the identity on an element if it is the identity on the acquaintances of that element.
In particular, renaming is the identity on elements that have no acquaintances. Condition
(AT.u.4) requires the lifting of renaming to commute with composition. Condition
(AT.u.5) says that renaming lifts homomorphically to rules (considered to be tuples)
and that the set of rules is closed under renaming. It also says that the action focus
function commutes with renaming, and that the required message set is closed under
renaming.
We let ATh denote the set of actor theories and let ATh range over ATh.
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2.2.2. Operational semantics
For the remainder of this subsection we (x an actor theory ATh with notation
as above and de(ne the operational semantics associated to ATh: the con(gurations,
transition rules, computation paths, and admissible paths.
Con2gurations: To de(ne con(gurations we (rst need to de(ne con(guration inte-
riors and interfaces.
De"nition 5 (Con(guration interiors; I ∈ I). A con(guration interior, I , is a multiset of
states and message packets such that the internal actors of distinct state elements are
disjoint.
We let I stand for the set of con(guration interiors, and let I range over I. We extend
the acquaintance, internal actors, and renaming functions to interiors as follows:
acq(I0 · I1) = acq(I0) ∪ acq(I1)
inActs(mp) = ∅ inActs(I0 · I1)= inActs(I0) ∪ inActs(I1)
ˆ(I0 · I1) = ˆ(I0) · ˆ(I1)
Note that multiset union as an operation on interiors is partial: I0 · I1 is a well-formed
interior just if inActs(I0)∩ inActs(I1)= ∅. Also I · , the multiset union of an interior, I ,
and a multiset of packets, , is always well-formed since for any packet, mp, we have
inActs(mp)= ∅.
We will often use the following simple property of interiors without explicit mention.
Lemma 6 (Interior decomposition). Any con2guration interior I has a decomposition
of the form I = ˜ ·  where the multiset of packets; ; and the multiset of states; ˜;
are uniquely determined modulo multiset equations.
Note that in the above decomposition, letting ˜= 1 · : : : · k , we have inActs(i)∩
inActs(j)= ∅ for 16i¡j6k, and inActs(I)= inActs(1)∪ · · · ∪ inActs(k).
De"nition 7 (Interface; (!; ")). An interface is a disjoint pair (!; "), of (nite sets of
actor names.
De"nition 8 (Con(gurations; K ∈K). A con(guration is an interfaced interior such that
the receptionists are a subset of the internal actors, the externals are disjoint from
the internal actors, and the acquaintances of the interior are either internal actors or
members of the interface externals. We write I!" for the con(guration with interior I
and interface (!; "). We call ! the receptionists, and " the external actors of I!" . We
let K stand for the set of con(gurations, and let I!" ; K range over K.
K = {I!" | ! ⊆ inActs(I) ∧ " ∩ inActs(I) = ∅ ∧ acq(I) ⊆ (inActs(I) ∪ ")}
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The acquaintance, internal actors, and renaming functions extend naturally to con-
(gurations:
acq(I!" ) = acq(I) ∪ "; inActs(I!" ) = inActs(I); ˆ(I!" ) = ˆ(I)ˆ(!)ˆ(")
Computations: The computations of a con(guration are given by a labelled transition
relation with elements of the form K tl→K ′, where K is the source of the transition
and K ′ is the target and where tl is the label. Transition labels are either internal
labels, input labels, output labels, or the idle label, idle. An internal label has the
form l(af ; r) where l is a rule label, af is the action focus, and r is the set of con-
sumed message packets. An input label has the form in(a /M), indicating a message
is arriving from the environment. An output label has the form out(a /M) indicat-
ing a message is being transmitted to the environment. We let tLabel denote the set
of transition labels and let tl range over tLabel. The transition rules are de(ned as
follows.
De"nition 9 (Transition rules).
(internal) 〈 0 · r · I0 〉 !"
l(af ; r )−−−−−→ 〈 1 · ˜ · s · I0 〉 !"
if rr= l : 0
 r−→
s
1 · ˜∈RR; af =Focus(rr);
and (inActs(1 · ˜)− inActs(0))∩ (inActs(I0)∪ ")= ∅
(in) I!"
in(a /M)−−−−−→ 〈 I · a /M 〉 !"∪(acq(M)−!)
if a ∈ ! and acq(M)∩ inActs(I) ⊆ !
(out) 〈 I · a /M 〉 !"
out(a /M)−−−−−→ I!∪(acq(M)−")" if a∈ "
(idle) I!"
idle−→ I!"
The condition on internal actors in the (internal) and (in) transition rules prevent
name conBicts. In the case of the (internal) rule, the condition ensures that actors
newly created by the rule are given fresh names. In the case of the (in) rule, the
condition ensures that new actor names coming from the environment do not conBict
with existing internal actor names. The conditions on application of the transition rules
guarantee that transitions preserve well-formedness of con(gurations.
The following lemma shows that the transition label of an internal transition uniquely
determines how the associated reaction rule can be applied.
Lemma 10. If I!"
l(af ;  r )−−−−−→ I ′"!; then there are unique 0; 1; ˜; s; I0 (up to multiset
equality) such that I=0 ·r ·I0, I ′=1 · ˜ ·s ·I0, rr=l :0  r→
s
1 · ˜∈RR, and
Focus(rr)=af .
Proof. This is ensured by the unique decomposition of I (Lemma 10), using the re-
quirement that ∅ = aActs(af )⊆ inActs(0) and that the component states of the interior
must have disjoint internal actor sets.
De"nition 11 (Computation paths; P; P(K)). A computation path  is an in(nite se-
quence of transitions such that the target of each transition is the source of the next
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transition. If  has the form
 = [Ki
tl i→Ki+1 | i ∈ Nat]
then (i)=Ki
tl i→Ki+1 is the ith step, source(; i)=Ki is the source of the ith step and
label(; i)= tli is its label. ˆ() is the renaming of  by .
We let P be the set of computation paths and let  range over P. A (nite com-
putation is a path in which all but a (nite number of the transition labels are idle.
The set of computation paths of a con(guration, P(K), is the set of computation paths
whose initial con(guration is K :
P(K) = { ∈ P | source(; 0) = K}
Admissible computation paths: The set A of admissible paths of an actor theory is
de(ned in terms of enabledness of transition labels, action foci, and packets. We (rst
consider transition labels.
De"nition 12 (Enabled transitions: Enabled(K; tl); tEn(K)). An internal transition
l(af ; r) is enabled in a con(guration K = I
!
" (written Enabled(K; l(af ; r))) if there is
a rule rr= l : 0
 r→
s
1 · ˜, and some I0 such that I = 0 · I0, af =Focus(rr), and either
Mode(l)= e or there is I1 such that I0 = r · I1. tEn(K) is the set of enabled transition
labels for K
tEn(K) = {l(af ; ) |Enabled(K; l(af ; r))}
De"nition 13 (Enabled(K; ); Fires(; i; )). An action focus af is enabled in a con(g-
uration K = I!" (written Enabled(K; af )) if there is an internal transition l(af ; r) such
that Enabled(K; l(af ; r)). Similarly, a packet mp= a /M is enabled in K (written
Enabled(K;mp)) if either it is addressed to an external actor (a∈ "), or mp∈Rmsg,
or there is an internal transition l(af ; r ·mp) that is enabled in K . An action focus
af (res at j in , Fires(; j; af ), if ( j) has the form Kj
l(af ;  r )−−−−−→ Kj+1 for some l
and r . A packet mp (res at j in , Fires(; j;mp), if ( j) has the form Kj
tlj→Kj+1
where tlj = out(mp), or tlj = l(af ; ′r ·mp) for some l, af , and ′r .
De"nition 14 (Admis();A). A path  is admissible, Admis(), if whenever an action
focus or packet becomes enabled it eventually (res or becomes permanently disabled.
(∀i ∈ Nat; y ∈ Af ∪MP) (Enabled(source((i)); y)⇒
((∃j) (Fires(; i + j; y)) ∨ (∃k) (∀j) (¬Enabled(source((i + k + j)); y))))
A is the set of admissible paths: A= {∈P |Admis()}, and the set of admissible
paths for K is A(K)=P(K)∩A.
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Note that if  is admissible, then every message to an external actor is eventually
output, since once enabled such packets cannot be disabled other than by transmission. 1
2.2.3. Interaction semantics
Computation path semantics is simple and easy to understand. It provides an opera-
tional understanding of an actor system component and it serves as a basis for symbolic
execution. However, computation path semantics contains too much detail about the in-
ner workings of an actor system to yield an adequate notion of equivalence. In analogy
to the idea of a sequential procedure as a black box characterized by its input=output
relation, we would like to consider an actor system component as a black box charac-
terized by the set of possible patterns of interaction with its environment. The resulting
interaction semantics is a composable semantics with many pleasant properties [29,30].
We formalize patterns of interaction using structures called interaction paths.
De"nition 15 (Interaction path; ip∈ IP). An interaction path is a structure of the form
〈; rA〉!" with interface (!; "), event set  and reserved name set rA. An event is a
pair of the form (i; io)∈Nat× (in(MP)∪ out(MP)) where i is the stage at which
the event occurs and io is the interaction. An event set is a set of events in which for
each i there is at most one event with stage i, thus it can be thought of as a partial
function from Nat to in(MP)∪ out(MP). It can also be thought of as a total function
by including the idle interaction in the range. Abstractly, an event set is a discrete,
well-founded linear ordering. The stage of an event is used both to indicate the position
in the ordering, and to distinguish di*erent events having the same interaction part. The
reserved name set, rA, of an interaction path is a possibly in(nite subset of A that
speci(es the actor name space assigned to the component. It includes the receptionists
and is disjoint from the externals. The reserved name set provides for safe, sensible
interaction of a component with its environment by providing a means to agree upon a
set of actor names reserved for internal use by the component — this includes names
of actors that the component may export to expand its set of receptionists. Making the
reserved set of names explicit is also important for being able to de(ne well behaved
notions of composition (see [30]).
To be an interaction path, a structure of the above form must also satisfy the in-
teraction path law which is an adaptation of the actor locality laws of [4,7] (see
De(nition 3). Intuitively, the interaction path law requires that a message can only be
input to an actor that is initially a receptionist or has become a receptionist by being
communicated in a previous output. Also, packets output must be addressed to an ex-
ternal actor whose name is among the interface externals or has been communicated in
a previous input. Finally, the environment cannot use a reserved actor name unless it
1 We have simpli(ed matters a little in the above presentation. In general, we also allow an ordering
relation af 4 af ′ to be de(ned and say that if af 4 af ′ and af ′ is enabled or (res according the above
de(nition then this holds for af as well. The intuition is that af 4 af ′ means that af ′ is really just af in a
later con(guration, but there is some need to change the explicit representation (since it is computed purely
from local data).
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has become a receptionist. The precise de(nition is not needed for the present purposes
and we refer the reader to [30] for details.
The function cp2ip mapping computation paths to interaction paths is used to obtain
the interaction semantics of a con(guration from its admissible path semantics. cp2ip()
has the same interface as the interface of the initial con(guration of , its event set
is the set of events of the form (i; io) such that the label of the ith transition of  is
an interaction label, and this label is io, and its reserved actor set is the union of the
internal actors of the con(gurations occurring in .
De"nition 16 (cp2ip()). For  ∈ P the associated interaction path is de(ned by
cp2ip() = 〈; rA〉!0"0
where source(; 0) = I0
!0
"0 and
 = {(i; io) | i ∈ Nat ∧ label(; i) = io ∈ (in(MP ∪ out(MP))}
and
rA =
⋃
i∈Nat
inActs(source(; i))
Lemma 17 (cp2ip). The actor theory laws together with the de2nition of the transi-
tion relation ensure that cp2ip() satis2es the interaction path law for any computa-
tion path .
Proof. See [30, Section 8:4].
The interaction semantics <K = of a con(guration K in an actor theory ATh is the
set of interaction paths associated with admissible computations of K . Two con(gu-
rations K and K ′ are interaction equivalent K
iK ′ if they have the same interaction
semantics.
De"nition 18 (Interaction semantics <K = and equivalence (K iK ′)).
<K = = {cp2ip() |  ∈A(K)}
K
iK ′ ⇔ <K = = <K ′=
Often we are only concerned about the interaction semantics of a con(guration rel-
ative to a subset of the possible inputs, called admissible inputs. The interaction se-
mantics of a con(guration relative to an admissible set of inputs is de(ned by omitting
those paths containing inadmissible inputs. Two con(gurations are interaction equiva-
lent relative to an admissible set of inputs just if their restricted interaction semantics
is the same.
De"nition 19 (Restricting to admissible inputs <KMP0=). Let MP0⊆MP then
<KMP0= = <K =MP0
K
iMP0K ′ ⇔ <K =MP0 = <K ′=MP0
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where for any set P of interaction paths
PMP0 = {〈; rA〉!" ∈ P | (∀i ∈ Nat; mp ∈MP)(i; in(mp)) ∈  ⇒ mp ∈MP0}
3. Equationally presented actor theories
We de(ne the set EAth of equationally presented actor theories, and associate to
each such theory a theory in rewriting logic such that both theories determine the same
set of con(gurations and there is an interaction-preserving correspondence between
(nite computations of the actor theory and proofs of the rewrite theory. Obtaining
the actor theory presented by an equational presentation EAth is a matter of making
explicit the sets and operations described by EAth. To obtain the rewrite theory it is
necessary to extend EAth to make explicit the sorts and operations left implicit in,
or uniformly constructed from, an actor theory description. To obtain a fully adequate
representation of actor theories we extend the initial model construction of rewriting
logic, adding in(nite proofs and a mechanism for specifying admissible proofs. The
correspondence between (nite computations and proofs lifts to in(nite computations,
preserving admissibility.
3.1. Equational actor theory presentations, EAth
Like actor theories, an equational actor theory presentation contains a structural part,
a rules part, and an admissibility part. There is no need for the renaming part, as
uniformity is ensured by the free construction over a set of actor names. The struc-
tural part is an equational theory (in some equational logic). This equational theory
describes (has as its intended model) the messages and states of the actor theory, and
the operations on these sets, including the acquaintance and internal actors functions.
The rules part consists of a set of labels and a set of reaction rules represented using
terms possibly containing variables. The admissibility part is an equational theory ex-
tending the structural part with descriptions of the set of action focus points, the set of
labels, the active actor, focus and mode functions, and the required-delivery messages
set.
For de(niteness (and generality) we (x the equational logic to be membership equa-
tional logic [21]. A membership equational logic speci(cation has the form ('; ()
where the signature, ', contains a family K of kinds, a K-kinded family of operators
of the form f : k1 : : : kn → kn+1 with ki ∈K , and for each k ∈K a set of sorts Sk ; and
where ( is a set of Horn clauses whose atomic formulas are either equations t= t′
between terms of kind k, or membership assertions t : s between a term of kind k and a
sort s∈ Sk . Intuitively, terms with a kind but without a sort are “error” or “unde(ned”
expressions. Subsort relations S6S ′, and operator declarations f : S1 : : : Sn→ Sn+1 at
the level of sorts, can be seen as syntactic sugar for their corresponding Horn clauses.
In the following, we adopt the convention that only sorts and their partial order are
explicitly speci(ed. Kinds are left implicit, there being one kind for each connected
component of the partial order on sorts.
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In order to avoid introduction of isomorphic sets of symbols, we will use boldface
tokens such as Msg or S to denote both a sort symbol and its interpretation in the
initial model of an equational theory, depending on context. Similarly, we use the
same symbols for meta-variables ranging over a set in the model and for formal sorted
variables used in writing equational axioms in a theory. Thus, the declaration s range
over S (recall this means that the symbol s and decorated variants s′; s0; : : : are variables
of sort S) serves a dual purpose, and the interpretation of the variable symbol is
determined by the context of use.
We assume given a parameterized equational theory Fset[S] for forming (nite sets
with element sort S a subsort of the sort, Fset[S], of (nite sets, and equations de(ning
the usual operations and relations: ∅ (the empty set), ∪ (union), ∩ (intersection), ⊆
(subset). (Note that since S is a subsort of Fset[S], the membership relation is just
a special case of a subset inclusion.) Similarly, we assume a parameterized theory
Mset[S] for forming multisets with element sort S a subsort of the sort, Mset[S], of
(nite multisets, and operations ∅ (the empty multiset) and · (multiset union).
An equationally presented actor theory extends an actor communication basis theory,
which in turn is parameterized by an actor name theory. The actor name theory has
a single sort A (actor names), and no (visible) operations or equations. To simplify
notation, we leave the parameterization implicit.
An actor communication basis is a theory EAcb = (cb'; cb() in membership equa-
tional logic with signature cb' and equations cb(. The signature cb' contains the sig-
nature of the actor name theory (and thus the distinguished sort A) and:
• distinguished sorts Msg (message contents), and MP (message packets),
• the signature of Fset[A] for (nite sets of actor names (sort Fset[A]),
• distinguished operations:
acq :Msg→Fset[A] (acquaintance function on messages)
acq :MP→Fset[A] (acquaintance function on packets)
/ :A×Msg→MP (message packet constructor)
We let a range over A, M range over Msg; mp over MP, and A range over Fset[A].
The equations, cb(, include the (nite set equations. The only additional sorts, operations
and equations are the theory-speci(c elements needed to axiomatize the sort Msg.
An equationally presented actor theory over an actor communication basis EAcb=
(cb'; cb() is a triple EAth=(Sp;Rp;Ap) consisting of a structural part Sp, a rules
part Rp, and an admissibility part Ap. The structural part Sp is a theory (s'; s() in
membership equational logic extending and protecting EAcb. (Protecting means that
the meaning of the sorts and operations of EAcb remains unchanged in the larger
theory.) The signature s' contains in addition:
• a distinguished sort S of states,
• the signature of Mset[MP] for (nite multisets of message packets (sort Mset[MP]),
• distinguished operations:
acq :S→Fset[A]
acq :Mset[MP→Fset[A]
inActs :S→Fset[A]
The equations s( include cb(, axiom (AT.0.s), the equations from Mset[MP],
and equations lifting acq homomorphically to Mset[MP]. The only additional sorts,
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operations and equations are those used to specify the set of states and the required
operations on states.
The rules part Rp has the form (L; atR) where L is a (nite set of rule identi(ers,
and atR is a (nite set of labeled conditional rules written
l : 0
r→
s
1 · ˜ if  
where l∈L; 0; 1 are terms of sort S; ˜ is a term of sort Mset[S]; r ; s are terms of
sort Mset[MP], and  is a boolean term. We further require that each label appears
exactly once in atR.
In the actor theory as mathematical structure view, rules are sets of tuples. Typically,
such a set of tuples is de(ned as instances of a rule schema, with the instantiations
possibly restricted to satisfy some condition. The equational presentation formalizes this
form of de(nition, replacing a rule schema by a tuple of terms with free variables, and
the condition on instantiations by a boolean term  (usually over the same variables).
The admissibility part, Ap, is an equational theory (a'; a() extending Sp with
• distinguished sorts Af of action foci, and L of labels, with subsorts La;Le¡L
• constants l :LMode(l) for each rule label l∈L (from the rules part.)
• distinguished operations
◦ acq; aActs :Af→Fset[A]
◦ Focus :L×S×Mset[MP]×S×Mset[MP]→Af
• distinguished subsorts Rmsg¡MP
and additional operations and equations de(ning the action focus sort and the associated
operations and the packet classi(cation subsort.
We expect elements of sort message, state and action focus to be represented by
constructor ground terms, and that the equations completely de(ne the distinguished
operations. The exception is that the focus function is only required to be de(ned on
triples arising from ground instances of rules.
3.2. A Ticker EAth
An equational presentation, EAthTicker, of the (neo-classic) Ticker actor theory of
Section 2.1 can be given as follows. The communication basis, EAcbTicker, includes
(in addition to the required sorts and operations):
• the sort Nat of natural numbers,
• a constant 0 :Nat, and
• an operation + 1 :Nat→Nat.
The message constructors are:
• tick :Msg,
• time@ :A→Msg, and
• reply( ) :Nat→Msg.
The equations de(ning the acquaintance operation on messages are the following:
acq(tick) = acq(reply(n)) = ∅
acq(time@ c) = c
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The equational part of EAthTicker extends the communication basis with one state
constructor:
• T :A×Nat→S.
The equations de(ning the required operations on states are the following.
acq(T(a; n)) = inActs(T(a; n)) = a
where a ranges A, and n ranges Nat. The rules part of EAthTicker has two rules
tick: T(a; n) a/tick−−−−−→
a/tick
T(a; n+ 1)
time: T(a; n)
c/time@c−−−−−→
c/reply(n)
T(a; n)
The admissibility part of EAthTicker has mode assertions
• tick; time :La
There is an injection of actor names into action foci (just to keep the sorts separate)
• an2af :A→Af
The functions acq; aActs and Focus are de(ned on Af by
acq(an2af (a) = aActs(an2af (a)) = a
Focus(tick;T(a; n); a / tick; tick;T(a; n+ 1); a / tick) = an2af (a)
Focus(time;T(a; n); a / time@ c; T(a; n); c / reply(n)) = an2af (a)
There are no axioms for Rmsg, thus this subsort will be empty in the intended (freely
constructed) model.
3.3. The actor theory presented by EAth
We let (the standard interpretation of) the sort A be the (xed set of actor names
postulated in Section 2. Let EAcb be an equational actor communication basis, and
let EAth be an equational actor theory over EAcb as described above. The actor
communication basis
Acb = 〈A;Msg; acq;̂〉
presented by EAcb is the EAcb-algebra freely generated over A. Thus, the sorts
Msg; MP, and Fset[A] are the sets of cb(-equivalence classes of ground terms of
the corresponding sort. Note that the sort MP is isomorpic to A×Msg, and Fset[A]
is isomorphic to P!(A).
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The actor theory
ATh = 〈〈A;Msg;S; acq; inActs〉;
〈L; RR〉;
〈Af ; acq; aActs;Focus;Mode;Rmsg〉;
̂〉
presented by EAth has actor communication basis Acb. S and Af are the sets of EAth-
equivalence classes of ground terms of sort S and Af , respectively. Note that the inter-
pretation of Mset[MP] is isomorphic to M!(MP). The functions acq; inActs; aActs,
and Focus are those de(ned by the equations in EAth. Mode is given by the label
assertions of the admissibility part, and the set Rmsg is de(ned by the assertions and
equations of the admissibility part. Note that Rmsg will be empty unless there are
axioms forcing some packets to be of this sort. L is just the set given in the rules part,
which is also the set de(ned in the admissibility part. RR is the set
l : 0(0)
0(r )−−−−−→
0(s)
0(1 · ˜)
such that 0 is a ground substitution, l : 0
r→
s
1˜ if  ∈ atR, and s( entails 0( ) and the
axioms (AT.1)–(AT.4) for the rule instance. To simply notation, we write l(v1; : : : ; vn)
for the instance 0(rr) of a rule rr as above, with variables x1; : : : ; xn (in order of
(rst occurrence), and substitution 0 = {xi → vi | 16i6n} where v1; : : : ; vn are terms of
appropriate sort.
Finally, ̂ is the homomorphic lifting of bijections on A to messages, states, and
other terms guaranteed by the free construction.
Theorem 20. ATh is an actor theory. In particular, by construction, the actor theory
laws hold.
3.4. The rewriting logic theory associated with EAth
The rewrite theory Rth= 〈(rw'; rw(); (L; rwR)〉 associated with an equationally pre-
sented actor theory EAth=((s'; s();L; atR); (a'; a()) is obtained as follows. The equa-
tional theory (rw'; rw() extend (protecting) (s'; s() such that rw' contains in addition
• sorts: I (con(guration interiors), K (con(gurations),
• subsorts: S and MP are subsorts of I
• operations
acq; inActs : I→Fset[A]
· : I× I→ I [associative, commutative] (a partial operation)
( ; )( ) :Fset[A]×Fset[A]× I→K.
We let I range over I and K range over K. We also let !; " range over Fset[A], and
we usually write I !" for (!; ")I , having used the linear notation to make the oRcial
operation declaration.
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There are membership assertions for I and K as follows:
I · I ′: I if inActs(I) ∩ inActs(I ′) = ∅
I!" :K if inActs(I) ∩ " = ∅ ∧ ! ⊆ inActs(I) ∧ (acq(I)− inActs()) ⊆ "
Note that  : I and mp : I follow from the subsort declarations. The set of equations
rw( extends s( with equations lifting the operations acq; inActs to I
acq(I0 · I1) = acq(I0) ∪ acq(I1)
inActs(I0 · I1) = inActs(I0) ∪ inActs(I1)
Actor theory rules are transformed into RWL rules as follows. If
l : 0
r→
s
1 · ˜ if  is in atR;
then
l : 0 · r → 1 · ˜ · s if  ∧ ATLaw is in rwR;
where ATLaw is the conjunction of (AT.1)–(AT.4). In addition, there are two rules
for con(gurations:
in : I!" → 〈I · a / M 〉!"∪(acq(M)−!) if a ∈ ! ∧ acq(M) ∩ inActs(I) ⊆ !
out : 〈I · a / M 〉!" → I!∪(acq(M)−")" if a ∈ "
The idle rule does not need to be stated, as it is provided automatically by the
rewriting logic model construction as identity rewrites (reBexivity).
The basic rewriting logic theory associated with an actor theory does not account for
the admissibility part of the actor theory. It will be taken into account in the extension
to in(nite proofs.
3.5. Correspondence of computations and proofs for EAth
Let EAth be an equationally presented actor theory with ATh the presented actor
theory, and Rth the associated rewrite theory. Clearly, the sets of actor names, messages,
states, con(gurations, and labels are the same for ATh and for the initial model of (the
equational part of) Rth. Thus, we only need to consider how to compare computations
of ATh and proofs of Rth.
The initial model construction of rewriting logic, TRth, gives an inference system
for deducing, for a system axiomatized by a rewrite theory Rth, the set of the (nitary
concurrent computations possible in such a system. Such computations are identi(ed
with proofs of the general form 1 :C→C′ in the logic. Idle, or “identity” proofs, in
which nothing changes in a con(guration C, are denoted by C itself, and elementary
rewrites corresponding to the application of a single rule are denoted by the appropriate
substitution instance of the rule label, l(0). More complex proofs are then built up by
congruence and sequential composition of elementary proofs, according to the following
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inference system, that speci(es both the inference rules and the proof terms associated
with rule applications. For actor rewrite theories only proofs that rewrite terms of
sort I and K are of interest. The rules for construction of such proof terms are the
following:
Identity: I : I → I and K : K → K
Rewrite:
l :  · r → ′ · ˜ · s if  ∈ rwR and rw(  0( )
l(0) : 0( · r)→ 0(′ · ˜ · s)
Congruence:
10 : I0 → I ′0 and 11 : I1 → I ′1
10 · 11 : I0 · I1 → I ′0 · I ′1
and
1 : I → I ′ and I!" : K
1!" : I
!
" → I ′!"
Replacement:
1 : I → I ′ and target(mp) ∈ ! ∧ acq(mp) ∩ inActs() ⊆ !
in(1; !; "; mp) : I!" → 〈I ′ · mp〉!"∪(acq(mp)−!)
1 : I → I ′ and target(mp) ∈ "
out(1; !; "; mp) : 〈I · mp〉!" → I ′!∪(acq(mp)−")"
Transitivity:
10 : t0 → t1 and 11 : t1 → t2
10; 11 : t0 → t2
where t is of sort I or K, and in the (rst congruence clause we require inActs(I ′0)∩
inActs(I ′1)= inActs(I
′
0 − I0)∩ acq(I ′1)= inActs(I ′1 − I1)∩ acq(I ′0)= ∅, thus restricting ap-
plication of the congruence rule so that in the conclusion the source and target interiors
are well-formed.
We have 1 :Prf just if 1 : t→ t′ is proved in the inference system for some t; t′ which
are unique up to EAth-equivalence. In this case we say that 1 has source t (source(1)
= t) and target t′ (target(1)= t′).
We will use the notation l(v1; : : : ; vn) to also mean the proof term corresponding
to the rule instance. Context will determine whether the rule instance or proof term
is meant. Thus in the ticker theory, tick(t; j) interpreted as a proof term means
tick(a → t; n → j) and interpreted as a rule instance means tick : T(t; j) t / tick−−−−−→
t / tick
T(t; j + 1).
For some simple proof examples, we return to the ticker example, now interpreted
as an actor rewrite theory. Let It; j =T(t; j) · t / tick, then
tick(t; j) : It;j → It;j+1
〈tick(t; j)〉t∅ : 〈It;j〉t∅ → 〈It;j+1〉t∅
in(It;j ; t; ∅; t / time@ c)〈It;j〉t∅ → 〈It;j · t / time@ c〉tc
are basic proofs applying the tick and input rules, respectively. With suitable choice
of parameters, the two steps can be composed in either order, or can be executed
simultaneously giving proofs 1i for i∈{0; 1; 2} with source 〈It; j〉t∅ and target 〈It; j+1·
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t / time@ c〉tc:
10 = 〈tick(t; j)〉t∅; in(It;j+1; t; ∅; t / time@ c)
11 = in(It;j ; t; ∅; t / time@ c)〈tick(t; j) · t / time@ c〉tc
12 = in(tick(t; j); t; ∅; t / time@ c)
We consider the proof terms generated above as the initial model of an extension of
the equational part of the actor rewrite theory (cf. [23]). In particular, in the forma-
tion rules the source and target terms are taken modulo the equations of the actor
rewrite theory. That is, rewrite rules act on equivalence classes of terms. Specializ-
ing the rewriting logic equations for proof terms to actor rewrite theories we obtain
the following additional equations. The equations of the proof term algebra of an actor
rewrite theory extend the equations of the underlying rewrite theory to proof terms (for
example, multiset union equations are extended multiset union of proofs) together with
equations expressing associativity of ; with appropriate idle transitions as identity,
plus the functoriality of the con(guration constructor (that distributes over identities and
composition) and the following two rules to account for proof terms formed by the re-
placement rule. If 1 : I → I ′; !′= !∪ (acq(mp)∩ inActs(I)), and "′= "∪ (acq(mp)−!),
then
1!" ; in(I
′; !; "; mp) = in(1; !; "; mp) = in(I; !; "; mp); 〈1 · mp〉!"′
(〈1 · mp〉!"); out(I ′; !; "; mp) = out(1; !; "; mp) = out(I; !; "; mp); 1!
′
" :
These rules correspond to the specialization of the exchange laws of [8] that allow
proofs generated by the Replacement rule to be Battened into a sequence of simpler
rewrites.
For example, the three composite ticker proof terms above represent the same proof:
11 = 12 = 13. To illustrate the treatment of concurrency, consider a ticker con(guration
with two tickers. Then the two can tick concurrently
tick(t1; j1) · tick(t2; j2) : It1 ;j1 · It2 ;j2 → It1 ;j1+1 · It2 ;j2+1
and this proof has many representations, including
tick(t1; j1) · tick(t2; j2)
= (tick(t1; j1) · It2 ;j2 ); (It1 ;j1+1 · tick(t2; j2))
= (It1 ;j1 · tick(t2; j2)); (tick(t1; j1) · It2 ;j2+1):
As a more complex example, assuming a starting con(guration
It1 ;j1 · It2 ;j2 · t1 / time@ u1 · t2 / time@ u2)
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each ticker can independently execute a tick followed by time. Two representations
of this proof are
(tick(t1; j1) · tick(t2; j2) · t1 / time@ u1 · t2 / time@ u2);
(time(t1; j1 + 1; u1) · time(t2; j2 + 1; u2) · t1 / tick · t2 / tick)
=
((tick(t1; j1) · t1 / time@ u1); (time(t1; j1 + 1; u1) · t1 / tick))
·
((tick(t2; j2) · t2 / time@ u2); (time(t2; j2 + 1; u2) · t2 / tick)):
Notice the use of the identity rule for packets to keep track of the unchanged part
interior that is the source of the proof step.
It is possible that two distinct substitutions give rise to the same rule instance and yet
the initial model of rewriting logic would distinguish the corresponding basic rewrites.
We do not wish to make this distinction. Therefore, we modify the initial model
construction by adding the conditional equation
• l(0)= l(0′) if 0(l :  · r→ ′ · ˜ · s)= 0′(l :  · r→ ′ · ˜ · s)
We call the model given by the above modi(ed construction TaRth.
As an example, consider a modi(ed ticker theory in which we add the equations
T(a; n) = T(a; n′) if n = n′mod 2
and modify the time rule to reply with 0 or 1 according to whether the tickers count
is even or odd. Then time(t; 5) and time(t; 1) are equivalent rule instances.
De"nition 21 (Con(guration rewrite semantics). The rewrite semantics of a con(gura-
tion is the set of equivalence classes of proofs with that con(guration as source.
Prf(K) = {1 | 1 : Prf ∧ source(1) = K}:
Specializing the property that for any Rth proof there is an equivalent proof in sequen-
tial form (see [18, Lemma 3.6]) we see that any actor rewrite proof 1 :K→K ′ can be
put into an equivalent form that is a sequence of elementary proof steps.
De"nition 22 (Elementary proof ). An elementary proof in an actor rewrite theory is a
proof of one of the following forms:
K : K → K
〈(l(0) · I0)〉"! : I!" → I ′!" if l(0) · I0 : I → I ′
in(I; !; "; a / M) : I!" → 〈I · a / M 〉!"∪(acq(M)−!)
if a ∈ ! ∧ acq(M) ∩ inActs(I) ⊆ !
out(I; !; "; a / M) : 〈I · a / M 〉!" → I!∪(acq(M)−")" if a ∈ ":
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Lemma 23 (Sequential form). If 1 :K→K ′ is an actor rewrite proof, then we can
2nd k and elementary proofs 4i for i6k such that 1= 40; : : : ; 4k .
There is a 1–1 correspondence between elementary proof terms and transitions that
lifts to a correspondence between proof terms in sequential form and (nite computations
in the obvious manner.
Lemma 24 (Proof-computation correspondence). Let EAth be an equationally
presented actor theory, with presented actor theory Ath and associated rewrite theory
Rth. The relation 1 ∼ p de2ned below is a 1–1 correspondence between proof terms
of Rth in sequential form (modulo the equivalence on elementary rewrites) and 2nite
computations of Ath.
K ∼ [K idle−→K]
in(I; !; "; mp) ∼ [I!"
in(mp)−−−−−→〈I · mp〉!"′ ]
out(I; !; ";mp) ∼ [〈I · mp〉!"
out(mp)−−−−−→ I!′" ]
〈l(0) · I0〉!" ∼ [〈0( · r) · I0〉!"
l(af ;0(r ))−−−−−→ 〈0(′ · ˜ · s) · I0〉!"]
if rr = l : 
r→
s
′ · ˜ if  ∈ atR and af = Focus(0(rr))
40; : : : ; 4k ∼ [60; : : : ; 6k ] ⇔
∧
i6k
4i ∼ 6i
where 6i is a transition for 06i6k.
Proof. The only case that needs checking is the reaction rule case. For this case we
note that by Lemma 10, the substitution is uniquely determined modulo the equations
added to the rewriting logic model for basic rewrites. Thus, the correspondence relation
determines a function in each direction.
As an example, the proof 1T , corresponding to transition sequence pT of the Ticker
theory, EAthT de(ned in Section 2.1 is the following:
1T = 〈tick(t; 0)〉t∅;
in(T(t; 1) · t / tick; t; ∅; t / time@ c);
〈time(t; 1; c) · t / tick〉tc;
out(T(t; 1) · t / tick; t; c; c / reply(1)):
Using the proof-computation correspondence, we de(ne an equivalence relation on
(nite computation paths.
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De"nition 25 (Finite path equivalence). Two (nite computation paths are equivalent
(written p0∼=p1) just if the corresponding proof terms belong to the same equivalence
class.
Note that this equivalence relation preserves the sequence of i=o transition labels.
It is in fact, a very natural and useful relation.
Lemma 26. If two 2nite computation paths are equivalent (according to the above
de2nition), then the two paths have the same (multi)set of reaction rule transitions,
and the same subsequence of input=output transitions.
Proof. This follows from a result of [23] together with the fact that there are no
equations that permute input=output rule applications, since they occur only at the
con(guration level.
3.6. Lifting correspondence to in2nite proofs
What remains is to represent in(nite computations. Since fairness is an important
aspect of the actor model we also want to represent fairness=admissibility conditions
and admissibility of in(nite computations. We begin by extending the rewriting logic
model to include in(nite proofs.
De"nition 27 (Proof paths; Prf∞). An in(nite proof 7 is simply an in(nite sequence
[1i | i∈Nat] of ground proof terms 1i ∈Prf such that target(1i)= source(1i+1) for
i∈Nat. We call these in(nite proofs proof paths and we denote by Prf∞ the set
of proof paths. A proof path 7 is in sequential form if each step 7(i)= 1i contains at
most one rewrite rule application (its sequentialization has length 0 or 1).
The initial segment at i of a proof path 7, written 7↓i, is the sequential composition
of the path elements 7(j) for j6i. This is de(ned by induction on i as follows.
De"nition 28 (Initial segment; 7↓i).
7 ↓0= 7(0) and 7 ↓i+1= 7 ↓i; 7(i + 1):
We de(ne the pre2x ordering 4 on proof terms and equivalence on proof paths
as follows.
De"nition 29 (Pre(x order; 10 4 11). The pre(x ordering on proof terms
10 4 11 ⇔ (∃12 : Prf)(10; 12 = 11):
Note that an alternative and equivalent representation of in(nite computations is as
an increasing in(nite sequence of (nite computations using the 4 ordering.
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De"nition 30 (Proof path equivalence; 7∼= 7′). Two proof paths 7 and 7′ are equiva-
lent, written 7∼= 7′, i* for each initial segment of 7 there is an initial segment of 7′
that extends it, and conversely.
7  7′ ⇔ (∀i ∈ Nat)(∃j ∈ Nat)(7 ↓i4 7′ ↓j);
7 ∼= 7′ ⇔ 7  7′ ∧ 7′  7:
The following lemma shows that, modulo the path equivalence relation, we can
restrict attention to proof paths in sequential form.
Lemma 31. For any 7 ∈ Prf∞ we can 2nd 7′ ∈Prf∞ such that 7′ is in sequential
form and 7∼= 7′.
proof. Let 7′ be the result of replacing each element 7(i) by an equivalent proof
in sequential form and let f(i) be such that the expansion of 7↓i is 7′↓f(i). Then
7↓i = 7′↓f(i) and 7∼= 7′ follows from the de(nition of ∼=.
As an example let 7j be proof paths for the ticker for j∈{1; 2; 3} given by
71(3i) = in(It;i ; t; "i; t / time@ ci)
71(3i + 1) = 〈13i+1〉t"i+1 where
13i+1 = (tick(t; i) · t / time@ ci);
(time(t; i + 1; ci) · t / tick)
71(3i + 2) = out(It;i+1; t; "i+1; ci / reply(i + 1))
and
72(3i) = in(tick(t; i); t; "i; t / time@ ci)
72(3i + 1) = 〈time(t; i + 1; ci) · t / tick〉t"i+1
72(3i + 2) = out(It;i+1; t; "i+1; ci / reply(i + 1))
and
73(4i) = in(It;i ; t; "i; t / time@ ci)
73(4i + 1) = 〈tick(t; i) · t / time@ ci〉t"i+1
73(4i + 2) = 〈time(t; i + 1; ci) · t / tick〉t"i+1
73(4i + 3) = out(It;i+1; t; "i+1; ci / reply(i + 1))
where "0 = ∅ and "i+1 = "i ∪{ci} and ci = t for i∈Nat. Then 71∼= 72∼= 73.
The correspondence between ATh computation segments and Rth proofs lifts to a
correspondence between computation and proof paths. We say that two computation
paths are (rewriting) equivalent just if the corresponding proof paths are equivalent.
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Using the admissibility part of EAth and the correspondence between computations
and proofs, the predicates Enabled, Fires, and Admis have a natural interpretation over
proof paths in sequential form. We call the model extended with in(nite proofs and
admissibility predicate Ta;∞Rth . The mapping cp2ip extends naturally to proof paths, and
we de(ne the admissible proof path semantics <K :Rth= of a con(guration K of Rth
to be the set of interaction paths derived from admissible proof paths by the mapping
cp2ip.
De"nition 32 (Interaction semantics via rewriting).
<K : Rth= = {cp2ip(7) |A(7) :Ta;∞Rth }
Since the correspondence between computations and proofs preserves enabledness
and (ring we have the following useful result.
Lemma 33. Let  be a computation and let 7 be the corresponding proof path in
sequential form. Then A() : EAth i: A(7) :Ta;∞Rth .
Using the correspondence between proofs of Rth and computations of ATh we can
consider EAth to be a presentation of a rewrite theory with admissible proof path
semantics, or a presentation of an actor theory with admissible computation path
semantics. In particular, the two view determine the same interaction semantics.
Theorem 34. Let ATh and Rth the actor and rewrite theories given by and equational
presentation EAth. Then
<K : ATh= = <K : Rth=:
Proof. By Lemma 33 and the fact that if  ∼ 7, then cp2ip()= cp2ip(7).
Thus, we will use which ever interpretation is convenient and freely move from one
to the other when reasoning about interaction semantics.
4. Examples
Now, we present a series of examples building on the ticker example and illustrating
how we combine and reason about actor systems described using actor theories. We
begin with an informal mathematical speci(cation of a dispatcher component, then
de(ne such a component both directly and as a composition and show that the two
descriptions have the same interaction semantics. We give equational presentations and
use the actor theory and rewrite theory interpretations interchangeably, taking advantage
of the correspondence developed above, especially Theorem 34.
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4.1. Dispatcher EAth
A dispatcher component has an interface with a single receptionist, s, and two ex-
ternal actors, w0; w1. The admissible inputs are packets of the form s / task(v)@ c,
for v∈Val and c∈Act. The interaction paths of a dispatcher have the property that
every input s / task(v)@ c has a unique corresponding output w / task(v)@ c, where
w∈{w0; w1}, with w chosen according to some unspeci(ed internal decision process.
Furthermore, these are the only outputs.
A component with the interaction semantics of a dispatcher component can be de-
scribed by a simple theory EAthD that has only one state constructor and two rules
as follows. The structural part of EAthD has an auxiliary sort Val for task parameters,
one message constructor and one state constructor.
• task( )@ : Val × A→Msg,
• D : A3→S.
The de(ning equations for the required operations are
acq(task(v)@ c) = acq(v) ∪ {c}
acq(D(s; w0; w1)) = {s; w0; w1}
inActs(D(s; w0; w1)) = {s}
where s; w0; w1; c range over A and v ranges over Val. The rules part of EAthD has
two rules:
disp : D(s; w0; w1)
s/task(v)@ c−−−−−−−→
w0/task(v)@ c
D(s; w0; w1)
togl : D(s; w0; w1)→ D(s; w1; w0):
The admissiblity part of EAthD adds the following mode assertions:
• disp; togl : La
and leaves Rmsg empty.
There are two action focus constructors
• d; t :A→Af
with equations de(ning the Af related operations states as follows:
acq(sd) = acq(st) = aActs(sd) = aActs(st) = s
Focus(disp(s; w0; w1; v; c)) = sd
Focus(togl(s; w0; w1)) = st
where s; w0; w1; c range over A, and v ranges over Val. The two action foci associated
with a dispatcher actor are used to insure that the togl rule (res from time to time.
This is needed since there is no explicit message to cause it to (re. The following
lemma is relatively easy to verify.
Lemma 35 (Disp). The dispatcher component described by 〈D(s; w0; w1)〉sw0 ; w1 satis2es
the dispatcher speci2cation given at the beginning of this subsection. That is, each
interaction path in <〈D(s; w0; w1)〉sw0 ; w1 = satis2es the conditions stated therein.
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4.2. Switch EAth
A dispatcher can also be constructed as a composition of an actor that serves as a
switch and another actor that performs the internal decision process. A switch actor
knows three external actors: two workers, and a decision helper. When it receives
a request of the form task(v)@ c, then it sends a request for decision information
(a number) to its helper. When a reply to the request for decision information is
received, the switch chooses a worker based on the reply modulo 2. If the helper role
is played by a ticker, then the decision-making process is basically a coin Bip. For this
purpose we take the switch request to be the tickers time request message.
The communication basis for EAcbSwitch includes (in addition to the required sorts
and operations)
• the sort Nat of natural numbers with a constant 0 :Nat,
• an operation + 1 :Nat→Nat, and
• an operation mod 2 :Nat→Nat, and
• a sort Val for task parameters.
The message constructors are:
• task( )@ :Val × A→Msg,
• time@ :A→Msg, and
• reply( ) : Nat→Msg.
The equations de(ning the acquaintance operation on messages are the following:
acq(task(v)@ c) = acq(v) ∪ c
acq(time@ c) = c
acq(reply(n)) = ∅
where v ranges over Val; c ranges over A, and n ranges over Nat. In addition, there
are obvious equations de(ning the modulo 2 operation. The structural part extends the
communication basis with two state constructors
• S :A4→S
• Sw :A4 × Val × A→S
The equations de(ning the required operations on states are the following:
acq(S(s; t; w0; w1)) = {s; t; w0; w1}
acq(Sw(s; t; w0; w1; v; c)) = {s; t; w0; w1; c}
inActs(S(s; t; w0; w1)) = inActs(Sw(s; t; w0; w1; v; c)) = s
where s; t; w0; w1; c range over A and v range over Val.
The rules part of EAthSwitch has two rules labeled task and disp, respectively:
task : S(s; t; w0; w1)
s✁task(v)@ c−−−−−−−→
t✁time@ s
Sw(s; t; w0; w1; v; c)
disp : Sw(s; t; w0; w1; v; c)
s✁reply(n)−−−−−−−−→
wj✁task(v)@ c
S(s; t; w0; w1) where j = nmod 2
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The admissibility part of EAthSwitch extends the structural part with the following mode
assertions:
• task; disp :La
leaving Rmsg empty.
Again we take the action focus set to be isomorphic to actor names, thus there is
an injection of actor names into action focus points
• an2af :A→Af
and the functions aActs and Focus are de(ned by
acq(an2af (a)) = aActs(an2af (a)) = a
Focus(task(s; t; w0; w1; v; c)) = an2af (s)
Focus(disp(s; t; w0; w1; v; c; n)) = an2af (s)
where s; t; w0; w1; c range over A, v range over Val, and n range over Nat.
4.3. Combining switch and ticker EAths
To be able to combine the switch and ticker actors we must (rst obtain an actor
theory that contains both the switch and ticker descriptions. This we can do by forming
the union, specifying that the messages used for communication between switch and
ticker are shared. Since we have conveniently given them the same names, we obtain
the combined theory EAthSwT by simply forming the union of each of the parts of the
two theories. Note that in the combined theory Rmsg remains empty.
The full interaction semantics of a ticker in the combined theory will include inter-
action paths that are not in the interaction semantics given by the ticker actor theory.
This is because they will include inputs of task and reply messages. However these
paths di*er from the original only by ‘noise’. That is, erasing the switch messages from
any interaction path of a ticker in the composite theory will produce an interaction path
of the original theory. Similarly for switch components.
Now, we can de(ne a dispatcher component using a single ticker and a switch. The
ticker is not externally visible, since it is just used by the switch like a coin-Bipping
device.
DispST (d; w0; w1) = 〈S(d; t; w0; w1) · T(t; 0) · t ✁ tick〉dw0 ;w1
where t is arbitrary subject to not being one of d; w0; w1. For the dispatcher component
we are only concerned with its behavior on inputs admissible for a dispatcher. Thus
we de(ne
MPD = {a✁ task(v) @ c | a; c ∈ A; v ∈ Val}:
Lemma 36 (ST dispatcher). DispST (d; w0; w1)MPD satis2es the interaction require-
ments for a dispatcher given above.
To show this we must show that the two component descriptions have the same
interaction semantics. This is proved in the next subsection, by transforming the
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composite description of the dispatcher component to one that is essentially isomorphic
to the simple dispatcher actor theory description.
4.4. Showing equivalence
We want to show that the dispatcher theory EAthD and the Switch–Ticker theory
EAthSwT descriptions of a dispatcher are interaction equivalent (De(nition 18)
DispST (d; w0; w1)
iMPD〈D(d; w0; w1)〉dw0 ;w1
that is, that they have the same interaction semantics with respect to dispatcher requests
<DispST (d; w0; w1)=MPD = <〈D(d; w0; w1)〉dw0 ;w1 =MPD :
Since we are comparing the semantics of con(gurations of di*erent theories (over a
common admissible set of messages) the interaction semantics function needs to be
a function of two arguments: a con(guration and an actor theory. Thus, we write
<K :EAth= for the interaction paths of K interpreted in EAth. Using this more explicit
notation, what we must show is
(†) <DispST (d; w0; w1) : EAthSwT=MPD = <〈D(d; w0; w1)〉dw0 ;w1 : EAthD=MPD :
Since MPD is the MP set of EAthD we have
<〈D(d; w0; w1)〉dw0 ;w1 : EAthD=MPD = <〈D(d; w0; w1)〉dw0 ;w1 : EAthD=
and we can omit the restriction in this case.
To show (†) we transform DispST :EAthSwT in a semantics preserving manner to
a con(guration in a theory that is interaction similar to the simple dispatcher. This
is done using two actor theory transformations: internalization and big-step. These
transformations and relations are de(ned and studied in [31].
Internalization step: Internalization allows one to fuse two or more actor states and
their internal communications into a single state. This is done by treating interiors that
contain no messages to external actors as actor states. The message set is unchanged.
Each rule in the original theory is lifted to a rule on interiors and one new rule is
added to simply deliver a message to the interior. The action focus of the new delivery
rule is the set of internal actors of the state, and the action focus of a lifted rule is the
corresponding transition label. Internalization preserves interaction semantics for actor
theories satisfying certain constraints, which hold for the actor theories of interest
here. The internalization of the Switch +Ticker actor theory EAthSwTi is obtained as
follows. Since, we are only interested in internalized states with one switch and one
ticker we discuss only what is needed for this case. Let Task be the set de(ned by
Task=(task(Val)@A)∪{nil}. The internalized states of interest are de(ned by
ST : A4 ×Nat × Task ×Mset[MPst]→ S
ST(d; t; w0; w1; n; nil; st) = 〈S(d; t; w0; w1) · T(t; n) · st〉
ST(d; t; w0; w1; n; task(v) @ c; st) = 〈Sw(d; t; w0; w1; v; c) · T(t; n) · st〉
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where MPst is the set of message packets of EAthSwT — namely the tick, time and
reply packets of EAthTicker plus the task packets of EAthSwitch.
The rules generated for the ST states are:
dlv: ST(d; t; w0; w1; n; x; st)
mp−→ST(d; t; w0; w1; n; x; st ·mp) if target(mp) ∈ {d; t}
task: ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; nil; d✁ task(v) @ c · mpst)
→ ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; task(v) @ c; mpst · t ✁ time @ d)
tick: ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; x; t ✁ tick · st)
→ ST (d; t; w0; w1; n+ 1; x; t ✁ tick · st)
time: ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; x;mpst · t ✁ time @ d)
→ ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; x;mpst · d✁ reply(n))
disp: ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; task(v)@ c;mpst · d✁ reply(n))
−−−−−−−−→
wj✁task(v)@ c
ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; nil;mpst) where j = nmod 2:
The action focus and active actors of, for example, the time rule are
Focus(time(d; t; w0; w1; n; x;mpst)) = time(t; t ✁ time @ d)
aActs(time(t; t ✁ time @ d)) = {t}
By the internalization lemma (Lemma 4 of [31]) we have
〈ST(d; t; w0; w1; n; nil; st) · 〉dw0 ;w1 : EAthSwTi
iMPD
〈S(d; t; w0; w1) · T(t; n) · st · 〉dw0 ;w1 : EAthSwT
Big-step transformations: The next step is to reduce the set of rules and the inter-
leaving that must be considered by observing that any computation starting from the
initial dispatcher con(guration can be put in a canonical form in which the internal
rule applications form the following pattern (interspersed with interactions):
[(tick)∗; dlv; task; time; disp]{0:::∞}; (tick)∞:
That is, there are 0 or more (possibly in(nitely many) repetitions of the pattern con-
sisting of some ticks, a delivery, a task, a time, and a dispatch, followed by (if the
number of patterns is (nite) an in(nite number of ticks. Furthermore, the state at the
beginning of the delivery sequence has the form ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; nil; st). The big-
step transformation restricts the set of states to states of the above form, and replaces
the rules dlv, task, time, and disp by a single ‘big-step’ rule corresponding to their
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sequential application. Thus we have the rules
dttd: ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; nil; st)
d✁task(v)@ c−−−−−−−−→
wj✁task(v)@ c
ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; nil; st)
where j = nmod 2
tick: ST (d; t; w0; w1; n; nil; t ✁ tick · st)
→ ST (d; t; w0; w1; n+ 1; nil; t ✁ tick · st)
with the focus of the rule labeled dttd being d and the focus of rule labeled tick
being tick(t; t ✁ tick).
Let EAthSwTD be the result of the above big-step transformation, then we have by
the big-step lemma (Lemma 5 of [31])
DispST (d; t; w0; w1) : EAthSwTi
iMPD DispST (d; t; w0; w1) : EAthSwTD
The (nal step to establish the Dispatcher property (Lemma 36) is to show that the
dispatcher described by EAthSwTD and that described by EAthD are interaction equiva-
lent for inputs in MPD. The idea is to de(ne a correspondence between con(gurations
reachable from the two con(gurations of interest (in their respective theories) and for
each corresponding pair, de(ne a bijection between enabled internal transitions for the
pair. For actor theories such as those under consideration, this establishes an interaction
simulation relative to the admissible inputs (De(nition 7 of [31]) and by Lemma 1 of
[31] this implies interaction equivalence for corresponding con(gurations (restricted to
admissible inputs). The desired relation between con(gurations of EAthSwTD and EAthD
is de(ned by
〈ST(d; t; w0; w1; 2n; nil; t ✁ tick) · 〉dw0 ;w1 ∼C 〈D(d; w0; w1) · 〉dw0 ;w1
〈ST(d; t; w0; w1; 2n+ 1; nil; t ✁ tick) · 〉dw0 ;w1 ∼C 〈D(d; w1; w0) · 〉dw0 ;w1
for  a multiset of task messages (to d or one of w0; w1) and the correspondence of
enabled transition labels is de(ned by
<C(dttd(d; d✁ task(v) @ c)) = disp(d; d✁ task(v) @ c)
<C(tick(ttk; ∅)) = togl(dt; ∅):
Thus, we have established the desired equivalence
DispST (d; w0; w1) : EAthSwTD
iMPD DispD(d; w0; w1) : EAthD:
5. Concurrency and composability
In this section, we show how the construction of con(guration interiors as multisets
of states and packets not only provides a truly concurrent rewriting semantics for actor
theories, but also supports modular construction of components by parallel composition
(treated as a meta-level operation). Speci(cally, we de(ne a (partial) parallel compo-
sition operation on con(gurations and on proofs and sets of proofs. We then show that
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the semantics of a composition of con(gurations is the composition of the semantics
of the components, where semantics can be (nite proofs, in(nite proof paths, or ad-
missible proof paths for certain classes of admissibility parameters. We formulate the
results here in terms of actor rewrite theories to take advantage of the built-in algebra
of proof terms. Using the correspondence between proofs and computations the results
also apply to actor theories. Thus, in the following we let EAth be an equationally
presented actor theory with associated rewriting logic theory Rth.
5.1. Composition of con2gurations and proofs
We de(ne a (partial) parallel composition operation ‖ on con(gurations and on
proof terms and show that for any con(guration K =K0 ‖K1, the set of proofs with
source K is the set of parallel compositions 10 ‖ 11 of proofs with source K0 and
K1, respectively. We then extend this to in(nite computations=proofs and show that
admissibility is preserved under certain assumptions.
Informally, two con(gurations compose if they have disjoint internal actors and
neither one has an external reference to a non-receptionist internal actor of the other.
Two proofs compose if they have composable source and targets and if all outputs
from one proof to a receptionist of the other have a corresponding input. Such paired
communications compose to become an idle step that moves the message packet around
by multiset equality. In addition, we must ensure that the zipped proof is indeed a proof,
speci(cally, that no interaction laws are violated.
De"nition 37 (Composability ./ ; composition ‖ of con(gurations). Let Kj= Ij !j"j
for j∈{0; 1}. Composability (K0 ./ K1) and parallel composition (K0 ‖K1) of K0
and K1 are de(ned by
K0 ./ K1 ⇔ inActs(I0) ∩ inActs(I1) = ∅ ∧
∧
j∈{0;1}
("j ∩ inActs(I1−j) ⊆ !1−j)
K0 ‖K1 = 〈I0 · I1〉!0∪!1("0∪"1)−(!0∪!1) if K0 ./ K1
It is easy to see that parallel composition of con(gurations is commutative and
associative, and has as identity the empty con(guration ∅∅∅.
As an example we show that the composite Switch–Ticker version of the Dispatcher
is the result of composing a Switch con(guration and a Ticker con(guration and, then
hiding the ticker. Recall the switch and ticker components are
Switch(s; t; w0; w1) = 〈S(s; t; w0; w1)〉st;w0 ;w1
Ticker(t) = 〈T(t; 0) · t ✁ tick〉t∅
Clearly, in EAthSwT the two con(gurations are composable, and the composition is
given by
Switch(s; t; w0; w1) ‖Ticker(t) = 〈S(s; t; w0; w1) · T(t; 0) · t ✁ tick〉s;tw0 ;w1
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Hiding t means restricting the receptionist set to s, written
(Switch(s; t; w0; w1) ‖Ticker(t))s
(see below for de(nition) which gives DispST .
Before extending the de(nitions of composability and composition to proofs we need
to de(ne the restriction operation on con(gurations, K!′, and on proof terms, 1!′,
the latter being a partial operation.
Since to the operations on proofs treat interaction steps singly, but may operate
on non-elementary interior proofs, we introduce the notion of pseudo-sequential form.
A Rth proof term 1 is in pseudo sequential form if it is a sequential composition
1 = 40; : : : ; 4k
where each 4i is a pseudo-elementary proof. The de(nition of pseudo-elementary proof
is obtained from de(nition (22) of elementary proof by replacing the second clause
(rule application) by
10!" : I
!
" → I ′!" where 10 : I → I ′
That is, we treat any interior proof as a single step. Note that a proof in sequential
form is in pseudo-sequential form, and for any proof in pseudo-sequential form there is an
equivalent proof in sequential form obtained by simply sequentializing the interior steps.
De"nition 38 (Receptionist restriction). The restriction operation on con(gurations is
de(ned by
I!" !′ = I!∩!
′
" :
The restriction operation on proof terms is a partial operation de(ned by induction
on the length of the pseudo-sequential form. For single steps we have
• 1!" !′= 1!∩!
′
"
• in(I; !; ";mp)!′= in(I; !∩ !′; ";mp) if target(mp)∈ !′
• out(I; !; ";mp)!′= out(I; !∩ !′; ";mp) and for sequential compositions 10; 11 we
have
• (10; 11)!′=(10!′); (11!′′)
if both restrictions are de(ned and target(10!′) has the form I ′!
′′
"′ .
Thus 1!′ is not de(ned just when there is an input to a receptionist in 1 that is not a re-
ceptionist in the restriction (at input time). Note that in general (10; 11)!′ =(10!′); (11
!′) since (10!′) may export receptionists not in !′ and which should not be hidden
by the restriction operation. Note also that the restriction operation is well-de(ned in
the sense that it is independent of the choice of pseudo-sequential form — equivalent
forms result in equivalent restrictions. Continuing with the Switch–Ticker example let
1 = in(I0; {s; t}; {w0; w1}; s✁ task(v) @ c);
4s;tw0 ;w1 ;c;
out(I1; {s; t}; {w0; w1}; w0 ✁ task(v) @ c)
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where
I0 = S(s; t; w0; w1) · T(t; 0) · t ✁ tick
I1 = I0 · w0 ✁ task(v) @ c
and 4 is the sequence of internal transitions leading from I0 to I1. Then 1t is not
de(ned because the resulting proof has an input to a non-receptionist, while 1s is
de(ned
1s= in(I0; {s}; {w0; w1}; s✁ task(v) @ c);
4sw0 ;w1 ;c;
out(I1; {s}; {w0; w1}; w0 ✁ task(v) @ c):
Now we de(ne composability, 10 ./ 11, and composition, 10 ‖ 11, of proof terms.
De"nition 39 (Proof composability and composition). Let 1j :Kj →K ′j be in (pseudo)
sequential form. Let Kj = Ij
!j
"j for j∈{0; 1}; I = I0 · I1; != !0 ∪ !1, and "= "0 ∪ "1−!.
Then 10 ./ 11 with composition 10 ‖ 11 i* K0 ./ K1; K ′0 ./ K ′1; 10 and 11 have the same
length, and if the length is 1, then exactly one of (1–4) below holds, and otherwise
(5) below holds:
(1) 1j = 4j
!j
"j for j∈{0; 1}. In this case
10 ‖ 11 = 〈(40 · 41)〉!"
(2) 1j = out(Ij; !j; "j;mp) and 11−j = in(I1−j; !1−j; "1−j;mp). In this case
10 ‖ 11 = K0 ‖K1
(3) 1j = out(Ij; !j; "j;mp) with target(mp) =∈ !1−j, and 11−j =K1−j. In this case
10 ‖ 11 = out(I; !; ";mp)
(4) 1j = in(Ij; !j; "j;mp) and 11−j =K1−j In this case
10 ‖ 11 = in(I; !; ";mp)
(5) 1j = 4j; 1′j; 40 ./ 41; 1
′
0 ./ 1
′
1, and letting 4= 40 ‖ 41 and target(4)= I ′′!
′′
"′′ , we
have that (1′0 ‖ 1′1)!′′ is de(ned. In this case
10 ‖ 11 = 4; ((1′0 ‖ 1′1)!′′)
The condition in case (5) is needed, since the receptionists of target(40 ‖ 41) may be
a proper subset of the receptionists of source(1′0) ‖ source(1′1). This may happen if 4
is obtained by case (2), because actor names exported by the output will no longer
be exported in the composition. The equal length restriction is a technical convenience
and is not a real restriction, since idle steps can always be inserted without changing
the equivalence class.
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Lemma 40. The composition of composable proof terms is a proof term whose source
is the composition of the sources of the component proof terms.
Proof. To see that the composition is a proof term, we need only to check: (1) that for
each input step the target of the packet is a receptionist of the composite con(guration,
and (2) that for each output step the target of the packet is an external actor. Condition
(1) holds by the de(nition of composability since it is checked directly for input steps,
and for sequential composition the appropriate restriction must be de(ned. For (2) note
that at each stage internal actors of one component cannot be known by the other actors
unless they are receptionists.
To establish compositionality of proof term semantics, the main work remaining is to
show that for any decomposition K =K0 ‖K1 of a con(guration K , and any proof term
1 :K→K ′, there is a decomposition 1= 10 ‖ 11 with source(1j)=Kj for j∈{0; 1}. This
is done through a series of decomposition lemmas (41; 42; 43). In these lemmas we
use the notation conventions K = I!" and Kj = Ij
!j
"j for j∈{0; 1} such that K =K0 ‖K1.
Lemma 41. If 4 : I → I ′ where 4 is elementary, then we can 2nd 10 :K0→K ′0 and
11 :K1→K ′1 such that 10 ./ 11 and 10 ‖ 11 = 4!" .
Proof. Use the unique decomposition property of Lemma 10 to assign the single
rewrite of 4 to one of the components, pre(x this by i=o steps to move packets from
one component to the other as needed.
Lemma 42. If 4 : I → I ′ then we can 2nd 10 :K0→K ′0 and 11 :K1→K ′1 such that 10 ./
11 and 10 ‖ 11 = 4!" .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of basic rewrites in 4. If 4 is an
idle step we are done, otherwise use sequentialization to express 4 as 4′′; 4′, with 4′′
elementary, then using Lemma 41, the induction hypothesis, and the property that if
4′′= 1′′0 ‖ 1′′1 and 4′= 1′0 ‖ 1′1 then 4′′; 4′=(1′′0 ; 1′0) ‖ (1′′1 ; 1′1) we are done.
Lemma 43. If 1 : K→K ′, then we can 2nd 10 : K0→K ′0 and 11 : K1→K ′1 such that
10 ./ 11 and 1= 10 ‖ 11.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of 1 (in pseudo-sequential form).
• If 1=K , then let 1j =Kj.
• If 1= 4!" , then we are done by Lemma 42.
• If 1= in(I; !; ";mp), then if target(mp)∈ !0 take 10 = in(I0; !0; "0;mp) and 11 =K1.
The case in which target(mp)∈ !1 is analogous.
• If 1= out(I; !; ";mp), then without loss of generality, suppose mp∈ I0 and take
10 = out(I0; !0; "0;mp) and 11 =K1.
• If 1= 1′; 1′′, then by induction let 1′= 1′0 ‖ 1′1 with 1′j :Kj →K ′j and 1′′= 1′′0 ‖ 1′′1 with
1′′j : K
′
j →K ′′j . Then take 1j = 1′j; 1′′j .
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De"nition 44 (Proof set). A proof set P is a set of proofs with a common source that
is closed under equivalence. Thus, 1; 1′ ∈P implies source(1)= source(1′). We write
source(P) for this common source. Clearly, Prf(K) is a proof set for any con(gura-
tion K .
De"nition 45 (Parallel composition of proof sets). Let P0, P1 be proofs sets with
composable sources: source(P0) ./ source(P1). The parallel composition of P0 and P1
is de(ned by
P0 ‖P1 = {1 | (∃10 ∈ P0; 11 ∈ P1)(10 ./ 11 ∧ 1 = 10 ‖ 11)}
Note that when de(ned, P0 ‖P1 is a proof set with source source(P0) ‖ source(P1).
Theorem 46 (Compositionality). If K0 ./K1, then Prf(K0 ‖K1)=Prf(K0) ‖Prf(K1).
Proof. The ⊇ direction, Prf(K0 ‖K1) ⊇ Prf(K0) ‖Prf(K1), follows from Lemma 40.
The ⊆ direction, follows from Lemma 43.
5.2. Composition of proof paths
Composability and composition of proof paths is a direct generalization of compos-
ability and composition of proofs.
De"nition 47 (Proof path composability and composition). Let 7j ∈Prf∞(Kj) be
proof paths in (pseudo-) sequential form. The two paths are composable (70 ./ 71) i*
the corresponding initial segments are composable: 70↓i ./ 71↓i for i∈Nat. If 70 ./ 71,
then the composition 70 ‖ 71 is de(ned in the same way as composition of (nite paths
by composing corresponding sequence elements and restricting the (i+1)th element to
the receptionists of the target of the ith element for i∈Nat.
The proof of compositionality for (nite proofs extends easily to the in(nite case.
Theorem 48 (Proof path compositionality). If K0 ./K1, then Prf
∞(K0 ‖K1)=
Prf∞(K0) ‖Prf∞(K1).
The situation for admissible proof paths is not so simple. It is easy to check that the
decomposition of admissible paths of a composition of con(gurations gives admissi-
ble paths for the component con(gurations. However, the composition of composable
admissible computation paths may fail to be admissible. The problem is that an ac-
tion focus that would be enabled by the presence of a given packet can lose that
potential without (ring. For example consider the following actor theory. There are
messages m(i) for i∈Nat and states Y; Z(b; a; i); Y (a; i) for a; b; c∈A and i∈Nat with
inActs(Y (a; i))= {a}. The rules are
rcv : Y (a; i)
aCm(i)−−−−−→Y
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inc : Y (a; i)→ Y (a; i + 1)
snd : Z(b; a; i)−−−−−→
aCm(i)
Z(b; a; i + 1)
where Focus(l(a; i)) = 〈a; l〉 for l∈{rcv; inc}, Focus(snd(b; a; i))= 〈b; snd〉, all rules
have mode a, and Rmsg= ∅. Now consider con(gurations
K0; i; k = 〈Y (a; i) · k〉a∅ where k = {a C m(k ′) | k ′ ¡ k}
K1; i = 〈Z(b; a; i)〉∅a
K ′1; i = 〈Z(b; a; i + 1) · a C m(i)〉∅a
K = K0;0;0 ‖K1;0 = 〈Y (a; 0) · Z(b; a; 0)〉a∅
and admissible paths 0 ∈A(K0), 1 ∈A(K1) where for i∈Nat
0(3i) = [K0;i;i
idle−→K0;i;i]
0(3i + 1) = [K0;i;i
inc(a;∅)−−−−−→ K0;i+1;i]
0(3i + 2) = [K0;i+1;i
in(aCm(i))−−−−−→ K0;i+1;i+1]
1(3i) = [K1;i
snd(b;∅)−−−−−→ K ′1;i]
1(3i + 1) = [K1;i
idle−→ K ′1;i]
1(3i + 2) = [K ′1;i
out (aCm(i))−−−−−−→ K1;i+1]
It is easy to see that 1 is admissible. Also 0 is admissible because the rule labelled
rcv is never enabled while the rule labelled inc is always enabled. Clearly 0 ./ 1, so
let = 0 ‖ 1 and notice that  is not admissible, because 〈a; rcv〉 is in(nitely often
enabled, but never (res in .
If we restrict attention to actor theories in which an action focus, once potentially
enabled for a packet, remains so until it (res, then the composition of admissible paths
is admissible. We call such actor theories robust.
De"nition 49 (Robust ATs). A robust actor theory is one in which if Enabled(K; af )
and 6=K tl→ K ′, then either Enabled(K ′; af ) or Fires(6; af ).
Lemma 50. If ATh is robust, then the composition of composable admissible compu-
tations is admissible.
Proof. Let 70, and 71 be composable, admissible paths and let 7= 70 ‖ 71. Suppose the
(ring condition fails for 7. Then some action focus or packet is in(nitely often enabled
in 7 and never (res. In the packet case, if it is in(nitely often enabled from some stage
on in 7 then eventually it will be in(nitely often enabled on one of the component paths
(by the same reason) and hence must (re in the component and in the composition.
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In the action focus case, if af is enabled at stage i in 7, then it is either enabled at
that point in 7j (the active actors of af being internals of component j) or there is a
packet in component 1− j to be delivered, which if present would enable af . In the
latter case, either af remains potentially enabled until the packet arrives, or it (res in
7j. In the latter case it would also (re in 7, by robustness.
Theorem 51 (Robust composability). If ATh is robust, then the admissible path
semantics for ATh is compositional. That is, for K0 ./K1
A(K0 ‖K1) =A(K0) ‖A(K1)
Proof. By Lemmas 43 and 50.
5.3. Actor component algebras
The parallel composition operation and composability results studied here form a
key part of the development of a general notion of actor component algebra presented
in [30]. The underlying idea is that there are many notions of actor component such
as interface, con(guration, sets of computation or interaction paths for which the basic
operations of parallel composition, restriction, and renaming can be de(ned. In each
case the operations satisfy the same basic algebraic laws and there are useful mappings
such as P( ), A( ), and < = between component algebras that preserve the algebraic
structure. Using these basic operations many other operations can be de(ned at the
component algebra level. For example, an assymetric pipeline style composition C0 ; C1
can be de(ned for components C0, C1 such that C0 ./C1 and extern(C0)⊆ recep(C1)
by
C0 ; C1 = (C0 ‖C1)recep(C0)
This operation can be shown to be associative (when de(ned) for any notion of com-
ponent, using the component algebra laws.
A richer class of operations can be de(ned by composition with coordination com-
ponents. A simple example of such a coordinator is the function composer [26], a
component that coordinates two components each of which compute a function, thus
giving a distributed implementation of function composition. Other examples include
coordinators that provide transaction services and feedback loops.
6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have introduced the notion of an equationally presented actor
theory, and de(ned the associated rewriting logic theory. Actor rewrite theories are sim-
ilar to object theories of rewriting logic [19] in a number of respects. Actor states with
a single internal actor correspond to objects and actor con(guration interiors correspond
to object system con(gurations — both being multisets of active entities and messages.
Object theories represent synchronous actions by rewrite rules that involve more than
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one object. Actor theories represent synchronous actions by rules acting on multiactor
states. The former allows for more concurrency, the latter supports better composi-
tionality of semantics. Object theories need not satisfy any acquaintance laws. Actor
theories provide an additional notion of interface to represent components of an open
system. They also extend rewriting logic with notions of in(nite computation=proof and
admissibility. Object states are described by a class identi(er and a set of attributes, to
model object-oriented programming. Actor states are elements of an arbitrary algebraic
data type. If we restrict to constructor terms with no additional equations then it is
easy to map actor states to objects — taking the class to be the constructor id and
attributes to be the arguments.
A possible alternative logic for formalizing actor theories is tile logic [11,12,13]
which is designed for open system speci(cation and extends unconditional rewriting
logic by adding rewriting synchronization and side e*ects. Some preliminary work has
been done to represent actor theories in tile logic [24]. Tile logic has builtin support for
treatment of new names and for composition of proofs with synchronization of matching
in=out pairs. It seems some restrictions are needed on actor behavior (such as no testing
for name equality) to achieve full compositionality. Much work remains to understand
how to best treat in(nite computations and admissibility within the tile logic setting.
The work presented here is part of an e*ort to build an actor theory toolkit to
specify, prototype, and reason about actor systems using the Maude implementation
of rewriting logic [6,5]. The long term goal for this toolkit is to support a variety
of formal manipulations of actor system descriptions written in a variety of notations
using actor theories as the common semantic ground. For example, we want to support
actor programming notations such as UAL [16], and the speci(cation diagram graphi-
cal notation [26,27]. The toolkit will provide an execution environment for these and
eventually other notations. An interesting topic to explore further for this purpose is
the use of a strategy language de(ned within Maude to operationally express admissi-
bility conditions and to help the user explore possible interaction patterns. The toolkit
will also provide support for proving interaction re(nement and equivalence relations
between descriptions. This is useful for showing that a system description satis(es a
speci(cation, for simplifying descriptions, and for compositional reasoning. Using the
reBective capabilities of Maude the actor toolkit can support this activity by providing
the ability to carry out operations on actor theories such as those used in Section 4 and
described in more generality in [31]. There is much work to be done here to develop
a useful suite of e*ectively described operations and relations.
Another direction for future work is to elaborate the equationally presented actor
theories to support a partial order of events model and to relate this to the event
diagram model as described in [30] and to the event model de(ned for rewriting logic
object theories in [23].
Finally, we intend to explore the formalization of more abstract mathematical speci(-
cations of the interaction semantics of actor systems by developing further the theorem
proving capabilities of Maude. Of particular interest are mathematical speci(cations
based on ideas (rst presented in [29], temporal speci(cations of actor systems using
the logic developed in [8,9], and the logic for reasoning about computations=proofs of
rewriting logic currently being developed [10].
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